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Production of inclusive $Y(1S)$ and $Y(2S)$ in $p$-Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}}=5.02$ TeV

We report on the production of inclusive $Y(1S)$ and $Y(2S)$ in $p$-Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}}=5.02$ TeV at the LHC. The measurement is performed with the ALICE detector at backward ($-4.40<Y_{T}<2.96$) and forward ($0.03<Y_{T}<3.53$) rapidity down to zero transverse momentum. The production cross sections of the $Y(1S)$ and $Y(2S)$ are presented, as well as the nuclear modification factor and the ratio of the forward to backward yields of $Y(1S)$. A suppression of the inclusive $Y(1S)$ yield in $p$-Pb collisions with respect to the yield from pp collisions scaled by the number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions is observed at forward rapidity but not at backward rapidity. The results are compared to theoretical model calculations including nuclear shadowing or partonic energy loss effects.
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Yahudi sebagai simbol dalam wacana Islam Indonesia masa kini

Bruinissen, M. M. van
(2007) Utrecht University Repository
(Preprint)

Abstract
Pada tahun 1986 seorang ulama di Bima mengeluarkan penelitian LIPI tentang keberadaan kaset rekaman bacaan Al Qur’an yang dijual di mana-mana. "Sekarang semakin banyak orang puas dengan menyetel kaset saja, mereka tidak berminat lagi untuk belajar qira’ah Al Qur’an sendiri." Berbagai teknologi baru, menurut hematnya, sangat membahayakan agama Islam. Itu menurunkan gejala ini berkaitan dengan...
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The Yin: An adverse health perspective of nanoceria: uptake, distribution, accumulation, and mechanisms of its toxicity

Yokel, Robert A; Hussain, Sallik; Garantziotis, Stavros; Demokritou, Philip; Castranova, Vincent; Cassee, Flemming R
(Article)

Abstract
This critical review evolved from a SNO Special Workshop on Nanoceria panel presentation addressing the toxicological risks of nanoceria: accumulation, target organs, and issues of clearance; how exposure dose/concentration, exposure route, and experimental preparation/model influence the different reported effects of nanoceria; and how can safer by design concepts be applied ... read more
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